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3 words are sabotaging your organizing
By ANGIE HYCHE
Community Contributor

I

am fortunate to have
worked with many different people to help them
get organized. Each person’s
situation is different, and each
person has different needs.
However, in the vast majority
of cases, the main problem that
is attributing to the disorganization is an overabundance of
belongings. Our possessions
can accumulate so quickly, and unless
we are willing
to
regularly
let some go,
we are eventuMetro Creative
ally destined
‘Just in case.’ Those three simple words
for piles of
can derail your attempts at getting orgaclutter.
nized. But there’s a difference between
If you’re a
keeping an umbrella ‘just in case it rains’
HYCHE
regular reader
and stockpiling years’ worth of food ‘just
of my column,
in case there is a zombie apocalypse.’
you know that I’ve already written about clutter and its effects.
So how do you go about mak- got rid of, we could very easily are deciding whether to keep
But before you just assume ing a decision about whether with minimal expense either something for a child or grandyou’ve read this all before and to keep something? What are borrow it from the library or child, ask them if they are ingo on to something else, trust the different factors that are buy another copy. This reali- terested. If they aren’t, try
me when I say that this is an is- involved in a “just in case” zation made thinning out our not to take it personally. Just
sue to which we can all relate. scenario? Let’s take a look at books much easier.
because they don’t value that
I hope the title XXX
of my
articlePage=
some
of the
reasons
people
On the other hand, when go- particular item doesn’t mean
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caught your attention. May- keep things “just in case” and ing through our tools, one item they don’t value you.
be you even tried to guess the see how this motivation can we kept “just in case” is our
Again, I will use an exam3 words. If so, I’d love to hear sometimes lead us astray.
cordless drill. We don’t use it ple from my home. I have kept
your guesses! Without further
1. We keep something “just in very often, and we could prob- the set of everyday china that
ado, here are the8B3Kingsport
words that
case”
mightFebruary
need it someday.
ably borrow one if we did need my husband and I got 30 years
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are destroying your organizing Just like the example of the it. But on the infrequent occa- ago when we married, hoping
attempts: “JUST IN CASE.”
umbrella and the stockpile of sions when we do need it, it is that my daughters might want
Does this sound like a famil- food and water, this question very handy to have and unique- it someday. I had grown tired
iar phrase? How many times is extremely relative. We need ly necessary to accomplish the of using it several years ago
have you been looking at an ob- to be able to honestly discern task. It is a good quality tool and replaced it with inexpenject, trying to decide whether the odds of us actually need- that would be fairly expensive sive dishes that more closeor not you should keep it, and ing that item as well as the cost to replace, so we decided to ly matched my current style.
uttered that exact phrase? “I and difficulty of replacing it if keep it.
While going through items in
should keep this just in case…” we decide to let it go.
2. We keep something “just in our attic, I “rediscovered” the
is the number one reason we
I’ll use two examples from case” someone might want it in china. Not surprisingly, neihave trouble getting rid of my own home. We have been the future. The difficulty with ther of my daughters is interthings we probably don’t need. going through every category this “just in case” scenario is ested in the china, and I will be
rrican tend to overvalue
Jeff fine with letting it go.
JeffBut I’m
To be clear, thereDebbie
are many of belongingsBob
in our home over thatTe
we
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different levels of “just
in case,” the last few
months and are be- an item. We might assume that still holding onto the wooden
from the logical and practical to ing pretty ruthless in our deci- just because it is valuable to bassinet that my father-in-law
the seemingly ridiculous. The sions. We had four bookshelves us, it will be valuable to our made “just in case” I am blessstatement, “I should keep this full of books, and we knew we child/grandchild/cousin/etc. ed with a grandchild someday.
umbrella just in case it rains” didn’t want to keep nearly Different generations vary
3. We keep an item that is a duis worlds away from, “I should that many. Although we love greatly in what they value. Ex- plicate “just in case” the other
stockpile three months’ worth to read, it is rare that we re- quisitely crafted antiques that one breaks or we can’t find the
of food and water just in case read a book, and it is also rare our parents treasured are of- original. Again, we need to logthere is a zombie apocalypse.” that a book that has been sit- ten not valued by younger gen- ically consider the odds of that
The first situation is inevitable, ting untouched on our shelves erations. This has been a diffi- happening as well as the cost
while the second is more akin for years will ever actually cult realization for many of us of replacing it if it does. Do
to the plot of a horror movie be read. We’ve been slowly to accept.
you honestly need a back-up?
than it is to reality. Clearly, I am transitioning to reading more
An article in the February Additionally, if you keep it but
talking about decisions that are books digitally anyway. Also, issue of Forbes magazine does it’s not being used, it’s not dosomewhere in between these if we did ever decide we want- a very good job of explain- ing anyone any good. But if you
ed to read one of the books we ing this dilemma. When you donate it, someone else will be
two examples.
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Even newbies
can give these
smart home
devices a try

something that will have
ne
a huge impact Shelbur
on your
Dionnelife,” she said. Ferguson
Thinking of a smart
Knobloch
and
home device but don’t Mark Spoonauer, ediknow where to start?
tor-in-chief of review
A smart home device is guide Tom’s Guide, sugloosely defined as an ob- gested a few devices for
ject connected via Wi-Fi smart home newbies.
or a different technoloEnergy-efficiency
gy to other things in the
devices
home, so that a person
Smart electrical plugs
can control it remotely and thermostats can infrom a touch panel or crease energy efficiency.
an app on a device, said Smart plugs Spoonauer
Carley Knobloch, smart likes are the relatively inhome expert for HGTV.
expensive WeMo Insight
More people are look- ($40) and iHome ISP8
ing to buy these gadgets. ($50). They turn manual
A study by consulting
fans
Pat objects like lamps or
Pat
firm McKinsey forecast
can be
Kenneyinto devices thatKenney
29 million homes will be- controlled by a remote
come connected in 2017, control or smartphone.
up from 22 million in They can give energy
2016. Getting a “connect- readouts of how much
ed” home doesn’t nec- electricity the plugged-in
essarily mean going out device is using, and can
and buying several new be turned on or off when
devices. Instead, start the user is away from
small, experts said.
home and put on an autoKnobloch said first- matic schedule.
time buyers should ask
The Lutron Caseta
themselves what prob- Wireless Smart Lighting
lem they want to solve, Dimmer Kit ($190) turns
rather than buying a de- any floor lamp into a
vice to see how it fits with dimmer and allows the
their lifestyle.
homeowner to program
J.H.off
Dave lights to turn on and
“The truth is, this stuff
Osbor
ne
Ongie with sunrise or sunset,
is all more expensive.
How are you going to feel or to turn on before the
like you made the right user gets home, among
investment? How will other options.
you stick with it given
Smart thermostats can
the learning curve? You improve energy efficienalso have to know how to cy by learning the homekeep them updated for owner’s schedule and can
security reasons. How give the user information
to know when it’s ready about energy usage and
to upgrade and replace ways to improve efficiencompletely? It’s an up- cy. While the Nest Learnhill climb, and you’ll feel ing Thermostat ($250) is
the most engaged with popular, Spoonauer likes
it if you’re starting with the ecobee E3 ($245),
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able to get some use out of it.
If you keep the item in a logical location in an uncluttered
home, you should be able to
find it with minimal effort.
4. We keep something “just
in case” it is valuable now or in
case it becomes valuable in the
future. Maybe we assume it’s
worth a lot of money, but
we have never checked a
source like Ebay to see
if similar items are
being successfully
sold. If you take a
few minutes to “do
your homework”
and find that similar items aren’t yielding worthy returns,
you may have the motivation you need to
finally let that item go.
5. We keep something “just
in case” our personal financial
situation changes or the economy changes. Anyone who has
grown up in poverty or has
lived through a challenging
time such as the Great Depression may feel the need to keep
more than most people. They
may not even be conscious of
this inclination, but their fear
is understandable. Sometimes
reassurance
can
alleviate
these fears.
There are probably more
reasons we keep things “just
in case,” but the end result
is the same. A very important
consideration is that every
item we keep “just in case”
is taking up valuable space
in our home, space that could
be put to far better uses. No
doubt these accumulated belongings and the clutter they
create affect us emotionally as
well. Studies have shown links
between clutter and depression, excessBill
weight, and many
other adverse
consequences.
Bovender
Clutter takes a toll on us physically and emotionally.
The next time you find yourself contemplating a decision
about whether or not to keep
something,
perhaps
you’ll
think a little more logically.
Don’t give into the temptation
to hold onto it “just in case”
without some serious consideration. Happy organizing!
Angie Hyche is a professional organizer and owner of Shipshape Solutions in Kingsport. Email her at beshipshape@ gmail.com.
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The Nest Learning Thermostat ($250, www.bestbuy.
com) figures out the homeowner’s preferred temperature and then programs itself to learn how long it
takes to heat the home to improve energy efficiency.
which has a sensor that
can be put in the chilliest part of the house to
ensure proper temperatures. These thermostats can be difficult to
install if a home doesn’t
have modern wiring, but
Spoonauer says home
improvement stores are
beginning toMatthew
offer installation services.
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Speakers
Smart speakers, like
Amazon’s Echo ($180)
and Google Home ($129),
“took the whole industry by surprise with how
much it’s been embraced
in the home. It started
out as a way to play music
or answer questions, but
it’s really developed far
beyond that,” Spoonauer
said.
The speakers have developed into smart home
hubs, as they are compatible with Kathleen
other smart
Parkerplugs
devices, like smart
and thermostats, allowing users to operate all
their smart devices by
voice commands.
“You can do so much
more with it, and what
you can do is expanding
over time,” he said.
Although Home doesn’t
work with as many devices as the Echo does, for
people who already use
other Google products,
like email and their cal-

endar, it’s a good option.
“Some people are a little worried about what
Google knows about you,
but that’s one of the benefits, in a way. Because it
knows more about you,
it can set your schedule and have it read
your email (among other
tasks),” he said.
Jeff
Garage-door openers
McCord
Of all the
smart devices
she uses, Knobloch said,
the smart garage-door
opener is her favorite.
What she likes about the
garage-door opener is it
can be controlled simply
— by the phone app or
manually with a clicker,
if needed. She likes the
Liftmaster MyQ series
(about $350 installed).
“It’s fantastic for the
kid who is constantly
out on the street playing,
leaves to go to a friend’s
m garage
and leavesTothe
Peterson
door open,”
she said.
She can check remotely to see if the door was
left open and close it
from her phone, and
can set it to alert her if
the door was left open
for 10 minutes or more.
Plus she can let people
remotely into the house
while she’s away.
“It’s freedom and control over a gaping security part of my home,” Knobloch said.

Dear
Heloise:
My
mother uses this simple but very HELPFUL
KITCHEN IDEA: She
puts a large plastic bowl
in her sink and fills it
with warm, soapy water
for cleaning her dishes
or rinsing them before
putting them in the dishwasher.
Michael
This Gilber
uses t,less water
than filling up the sink
CFP water bewith soapy
cause the bowl is smaller
than the sink.
After washing/rinsing
all her dishes, she dries
the plastic bowl and
stores it under her sink
until the next cleanup after a meal.
I liked the idea, so I
bought a plastic bowl for
myself and have started using it. — Angela in
Conroe, Texas
Simple water savings!
Soak especially icky dishBob
es and silverware
in the
bowl, Moncier
too! Let the water
do the work; saves time
and scrubbing. — Heloise

time, and
I like to
go small
with my
handbag;
it’s less
to worry
about.
I’m wondering
Hints from w h a t
y o u r
Heloise
readers
c a r r y
in their
bags? — Alice A. in Colorado
Yes, readers, join in
the conversation! What
do you carry in your bag?
And carrying heavy handbags can be a pain in the
neck! Seriously, lightening up your purse can
positively affect your posture.
The average weight of a
woman’s purse, according
to one study, is just over
Sara Picture a bag
6 pounds!
Moulton
of sugar
hanging off your
shoulder. That’s heavy.
Lighten up! — Heloise

It’s in the bag

Cooking spray

Dear Heloise: It’s summertime, and time to
change purses. I like to
downsize and lighten up
my bags. I just can’t lug
around a heavy bag, and
summer is the perfect
excuse to lose weight (at
least with my handbag!).
So what’s left after I
lighten up? In my summer bag, which is a small,
m
canvas To
crossbody
with
Peterson
a light-beige
lining so I
can easily see my things
in there, I keep a compact wallet with my debit
card, driver’s license (ID)
and cash.
Also, a few tissues, a
pocket mirror and my
favorite lipstick go in
the main compartment,
along with my phone and
keys. I clean out all shopping lists, receipts and
other papers nightly.
Summer is a simple

Dear Heloise: I used
to spray the whole pan
when preparing it with
cooking spray. But now
I spray in just one spot,
and use a piece of wax paper to spread it around.
This way, the cooking
spray doesn’t go all over,
and I use less. — A Reader in Ohio

Charles
Hang
around

Stuar
t
Dear
Heloise:
To save
space
in my closet, I
Platkin
purchased
children’s
hangers for hanging my
trousers. They are narrower and don’t take up
as much space as adult
hangers. — Despina M.,
Weirton, W.Va.
Send a money-saving or
timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O.
Box 795000, San Antonio, TX
78279-5000, or you can fax it to
1-210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise@Heloise.com.

